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Abstract- Plant disease identification is critical application of agriculture image processing. In this paper, a neural 

network based featured intelligent method is presented for plant disease identification. This work model is divided in set 

of continuous stages. At the earlier stage, the segmentation on plant images is performed to identify the most effective 

regions. Once the region identification is done, the feature analysis is applied. Multiple features based analysis is applied 

to describe the critical region effectively. At the final stage, the featured information is processed under neural network to 

identify the disease existence. The work is applied on MATLAB environment for multiple sample sets. The result shows 

that the approach provided the accuracy over 90%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture industry is having the key strength for an economy. But this industry suffers from various kinds of 

diseases that can destroy the agricultural products, its quality and reduces the productivity. Because of this, there is 

the requirement to recognize the impact of such disease at earlier stage and apply the relative solution. Disease 

identification in plants depends on the product type which can be a leaf, fruit etc. The information content can be 

either in the form of quantized data information or the image information. In this paper, plant images are observed to 

identify the critical disease regions and the diseases. As some of the plant disease cannot be identified from naked 

eyes or without common proactive. In such case, there is the requirement of some automated way that can capture 

the plant images and verify the existence of disease. This automated disease identification is one of the key research 

areas to improve the productivity. Image processing is effective enough to provide the solution of some of the 

critical questions relative to plant disease. Some of these questions include 

1. Identification of Disease Region over the agriculture product 

2. Generation of plant features 

3. The product specific feature analysis 

4. Identification of disease 

5. Identification of disease criticality 

The plant disease recognition system is applied to perform the recognition so that the normal and the critical disease 

instances can be identified. The feature adaptive analysis along with relative decision can be generated and 

extracted. The operation specific observation so that the recognition process is applied for the recognition. The plant 

features generation is also the product specific. In this work neural network modeling is applied for recognition of 

plant disease.  

1.1 Neural Network Modeling 

Neural Network approach most commonly used in project for what is going to presumably happen, there are several 

areas wherever prediction will facilitate in setting priorities. For instance, the hospital room at a hospital can be a 

very busy place; therefore to understand who the foremost important would like facilitate will alter an additional 

booming operation. Similarly, every working system or organization should establish a priority that controls the 

allocation of their resources. Neural Network has been used as a mechanism of data acquisition for professional 

system on the market available market for telling with astonishingly correct predictions. Neural Network has 

additionally been used for bank ruptcy prediction for master card establishments. Neural Network has additionally 

been used for bankruptcy prediction for master card institutions. 
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In this paper, a neural based intelligent method is defined for plant disease recognition. The work is presented as the 

layered model. The statistical features are processed under neural network model for disease identification. In this 

section I, the significance of agricultural image processing is described along with different aspects and criticalities. 

Section II describes the work defined by earlier researchers.  The proposed work model is presented in section III. 

This section also defined the algorithm for feature description. In section IV, the results are presented on different 

sample sets. A conclusion obtained from the work followed by the references is presented in section V.  
 

II. RELATED WORK 
Plant disease includes various aspects in terms of specialized product as well as applied method. The availability of 
the product images and the lesser descriptive information of disease vector increase its criticality. As of key research 
area lots of work is defined by different researchers. In this section, some such work applied in same direction by 
different researchers is discussed. Author [1] provided a work on disease identification for fruit images. Author 
defined the supervision against the risk factors and identifies the plant pathogens. Author provided the fruit feature 
analysis for disease identification and recognition of intact region. Author [2] also applied work on a specialized 
database of apple fruit. Author used the LBP features along with clustering and classification method. K_means 
clustering is applied to identify the region and applied SVM classifier for disease prediction. Author [3] also provided 
a work on fruit disease identification from the 3D plant images. Author applied the textural feature analysis to 
generate the surface method so that the disease identification will be done. Author [4] applied a bean twing based 
analysis work for disease identification. Author provided a work on selective map based observation so that the 
featured disease identification will be done. Author [5] provided a characteristic observation based featured map for 
identification of plant disease. Author generated a dedicated featured set and relatively generated effective feature 
map so that the recognition can be effectively better. Author provided an effective recognition method for plant 
feature analysis. Author [6] provided a work on neural network based analysis method for classification of plant 
disease region identification. Author generated the featured map so that the spikes will be generated over the region. 
Once the regions are separated, the featured comparison can be applied with learning rate mapping so that the 
featured representation can be done. Author provided the complex featured set analysis for identification of features 
and improving the recognition process. Author [7] provided an unsupervised learning model for identification of 
image patterns. The layered model with binary features is processed to generate the feature vector to observe the 
content method so that the recognition will be effective. Author [8] generated the spiking featured analysis with 
neural network modeling to generate the feature pattern. Once the pattern is generated the disease region identification 
and classification is done. Author applied a constant feature analysis and map to recognize the disease. Author [9] 
provided an intelligent system to process the image features and signal strength to generate the effective feature 
pattern. The rules are defined with fuzzy rule specification to improve the recognition results. Author generated the 
feature map with feature map so that the improvement to the recognition features will be done more significantly. 
Author generated the rules to collect and features in conclusive form. Author [10] defined an improved learning 
performance model for sequence generation and feature map. Author generated the neurons for recognition with 
weighted map so that the learning features so that the recognition feature can be applied so that more accurate 
recognition results are obtained. Author [11] provided a feature map based method along with temporal features. 
Author generated the feature patterns processed under neural network modeling for disease identification. Author 
generated the object modeling along with feature regulation. Author captured the features and takes the criticality 
observation over it. Author [12] defined a temporal method modeling based image processing method for improving 
the object recognition. Author used the classification to describe the feature more accurately. Author [13] defined the 
temporal feature and relative feature map based recognition modeling. Author generated the featured spikes so that 
the recognition improvement will be achieved 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this work, region based feature adaptive neural network approach is presented for plant disease identification. The 

work is specifically defined to identify the pest disease by observing the leaf images. The work is presented as a 

layered model three main stages shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Proposed Model 

 

In this model, the plant leaf is taken as input and applied preprocessing operations to improve the image strength. 

The feature strength improvement is done here in terms of size level adjustment and contrast adjustment. Once the 

features are improved, the next work is to extract the critical feature region over the image. For this extraction a 

block segmentation method is applied. Once the effective region is generated, the statistical feature extraction is 

applied. In the final stage of this work model, the neural network model is applied for disease recognition. The 

algorithmic specification of this feature extraction model is shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Feature Extraction 

ExtractFeatures(PlantImage) 

/* In this section, the statistical features over the plant image is extracted based on which recognition is performed */ 

{ 

1. Define the size of window respective to which the extraction will be formed. 

2. For i=1 to PlantImage.Width 

[Obtain the Plant Image extraction with specification] 

{ 

3. For j=1 to PlantImage.Height  

[Read the image] 

{ 

4. PlantImage=GetWindow(PlantImage,Window) 

[Obtain the window area over the plant image] 

5. FeatureImage=ApplyWindow(PlantImage,Window) 

[Generate the featue over the image based on the convolutional winodw] 

6. Features=ExtractFeatuers(FeatureImage) 

[Extract the feature image from the image] 

7. Featureset.Add(Features.Entropy) 

Featureset.Add(Features.Frequency) 

Featureset.Add(Features.Distance) 

[Obtain the statistical featurs from the images] 

} 

} 

Return Featureset 

} 

 

After generating the features, the neural network modeling is applied to perform the recognition. It is a neuron 

adaptive model that is applied on the featured dataset. The features are taken here in terms of frequency analysis, 

entropy value and the distance measure. The dataset is provided in terms of training set to adapt the feature relative 

to the complex neuron specification. Number of layers, iterations and the weight functions are applied to process the 

specified dataset. The validation rule is also applied to generate the optimized result. The time based mapping with 

maximum and minimum neuron point so that the accurate recognition will be performed. 

 

 

 

Layer 1 

Disease Region Identification 

 

Layer 2 

Feature Extraction 

 

Layer 3 

Neural Network based Disease Identification 
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IV. RESULTS 

The work is applied on a sample set of leaf images extracted from random web sources. The work is applied on 

more than 50 instances of leaf images taken for different plants and disease. The sample set images are high 

resolution color jpg images. The feature extraction results applied on a sample image is shown in Figure 2. Results 

on Sample Leaf Image 

                                                            

                                                                            (a)                                                                                                     (b)             

                           

                            (c) 

Figure 2. (a) Input Leaf Imag  (b) Structure Extracted Image (c) Classified Result Image 
 

Here Figure 2. is showing the results obtained from the work. The work is applied on sample set and generated the 

result in the form of recognition rate.  The results in the form of recognition rate are shown in Figure 3. and Figure 

4. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Recognition Rate Analysis 

Here Figure 3. is showing the recognition rate result obtained for the database image. The figure shows that the 

100% recognition rate is achieved for database image. The recognition on non database image is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 . Recognition Rate Analysis (Non DB Image) 

 From Figure 4. it is revealed that the recognition rate for non database image. The figure shows that the presented 

work model provided the 90% recognition rate. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

In this work, a layered model is provided for recognition of plant image. The work is divided in three main stages. In 

first stage, the effective region extraction is done using block based segmentation. Later on the statistical features are 

generated over the leaf image. Finally, the neural network model is applied to perform the recognition. The work is 

applied on multiple sample sets. The work model provided the 90% accuracy for non db images and 100% accuracy 

for data base (db) image. 
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